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Abstract: EM400 supports RS485 interface Modbus RTU communication protocol, 

which is convenient for information exchange with all kinds of computer monitoring 

systems. It can be used in intelligent switchgear, industrial automation, building 

automation and so on. WinCS is a mature and reliable process control system in 

equipment and technology by using a complete engineering tool WinConfig to 

configure the whole control system. In this paper, the hardware configuration, 

program configuration and picture configuration of EM400 instrument will be realized 

by using WinCS system. the designed control system has the advantages of simple 

structure, easy transplantation and strong applicability. 
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1. Introduction 

Traditional energy monitoring projects often need to monitor the power parameters of 

many local electrical equipment through many power instruments, complex secondary 

lines and so on. With the development of intelligent electrical appliance application 

technology, the function of electric power intelligent monitoring instrument is 

becoming more and more powerful. WinCS control system is a process control system 

of ABB oriented to hybrid automatic control market. it combines the advantages of 

traditional DCS and PLC. Practical operation experience in chemical, petrochemical, 

cement, metallurgy, electric power, papermaking, pharmaceutical and water treatment 

industries.  

In this paper, an intelligent power instrument monitoring system is designed based on 

WinCS, which can remotely transmit the power parameters of ABB EM400 intelligent 

power instrument to the energy monitoring background through MODBUS RTU 

protocol, and realize centralized intelligent monitoring. The system has the advantages 
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of simple wiring, high portability and can be quickly applied to different industries. 

 

2. Mechanical Analysis 

As shown in Fig 1, the circuit includes a PM683 controller, a 24V switching power supply 

and a EM400 intelligent power instrument. EM400 intelligent power instrument adopts 

RS485 as the physical interface of Modbus and supports Modbus RTU transmission 

mode. Through the RS485 interface on terminals 9 and 10, the PM683 controller can 

communicate with the EM400 using the Modbus protocol. 

 

 

Fig. 1 Communication connection between PM683 and EM400 

 

3. Network configuration and Establishment of EM400 Communication 

Point Table 

The IP address of the SP 600 controller (PM683) is set to 172.16.1.1, and a process 

station named "PS1" is established in the WinConfig, the ID number is 1. There are 

three operator stations on Island 1, and an operator station called "OS11" is 

established in WinConfig with an IP address of 172.16.1.11 and an ID of 11. Make sure 

that all resources within the WinConfig have a unique ID number. In this intelligent 

distribution system, EM400 mainly plays the role of data acquisition, so select part of 

the Modbus register address of "real-time measurement" in EM400 communication 

address, and establish the communication point table as shown in Table 1.  
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Table 1 EM400 mailing address point table 

Variable Description 
Register 

address 

Variable data 

type 

EM400_Ia EM400 current Ia 40108 REAL 

EM400_Ib EM400 current Ib 40109 REAL 

EM400_Ic EM400 current Ic 40110 REAL 

EM400_Uan EM400 Phase voltage Uan 40104 REAL 

EM400_Ubn EM400 Phase voltage Uan Ubn 40105 REAL 

EM400_Ucn EM400 Phase voltage Uan Ucn 40106 REAL 

EM400_Uab EM400 Line voltage Uab 40100 REAL 

EM400_Ubc EM400 Line voltage Ubc 40101 REAL 

EM400_Uca EM400 Line voltage Uca 40102 REAL 

EM400_W EM400 Total active power W 40116 REAL 

EM400_Q EM400 Total reactive power W 40117 REAL 

EM400_DO EM400 DO1 00010 BOOL 

 

The communication parameters set in EM400 are as follows: the communication 

address is 7, there is no check bit stop bit, and the baud rate is 19200bps. The rated 

current of the primary side of the CT is 75A and the rated value of the secondary side 

is 5A in the EM400. On the "hardware structure" page of WinConfig, insert "MODBUS 

master station object" under PM683, set "RTU format, RS485 mode, no check one stop 

bit, baud rate is 19200bps", so that the communication parameters of MODBUS master 

station and EM400 are the same.  

In order to form a complete Modbus communication, in addition to the hardware 

connection line of the master-slave equipment, it is necessary to set the baud rate, stop 

bit, check and other communication parameters of both sides of the communication. if 

the communication parameters of the master station and the slave station are not 

consistent, the communication fails. 

 

4. Program configuration 

The telemetry data are phase voltage, line voltage, current, frequency, etc. according 

to the EM400 communication address, the data function code holding register 03 can 

be known, and the address is between 100 and 113. the telemetry data is composed of 

phase voltage, line voltage, current, frequency, etc. The  PM683 controller is the master 

station and the EM400 is the slave station in the communication network. Using 

MODM_R1R function block, basic operation function and data type conversion function, 

write the output frequency FBD program. 

As can be seen from Table 1, to read the current Ia, a hold register with an address of 
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40108 is required. The MODM_R1R function block outputs world type data in pin R01, 

and converts world type data into real type by using two conversion functions. The 

basic operation function block is used to perform multiplication and division operations 

by using the corresponding relationship between the current value I read by the 

holding register 40108 and the actual current value Ia. The FBD program that gets the 

current Ia of the EM400 is shown in Fig. 2. Using the same method, the EM400 current 

Ib and Ic programs are established, and the EM400 phase voltage, line voltage, total 

active power and total reactive power programs are established. 

 

Fig.2 Ia program for island 1 EM400 

The remote control data selection uses DO1, to write a single coil according to the 

EM400 communication address, and selects the function code 05 to write a single coil 

with an address of 0010. In the communication network, the PM683 controller is the 

master station and the EM400 is the slave station. The count is the number of 

consecutive reads. The remote control needs to send commands to the data, so it is 

necessary to set the data to write variable function, and the EM400_DO1 can be written 

in the screen. 

 

Acknowledgements 

The operator station object node is found in the project tree, and the "EM400 flow 

chart" FGR, is established to draw the process flow chart about EM400. Draw ACS510 

graphic screen by using "text", "text digital display", "button" and so on in the toolbox.  

The EM400 configuration screen is shown in Fig.3. In the WinHMI software interface 

operation remote control EM400_DO1 set to TRUE, click EM400_DO1 selection object, 

select TRUE; if you want to set it to FALSE, click EM400_DO1 selection object, select 

FALSE. In this way, it is convenient to observe the changes of EM400_DI1. 

 

Fig.3 FGR screen of EM400 
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6. Conclusion 

Through the design and debugging of the hardware and software mentioned above, 

the component is based on the upper data acquisition platform of WinCS. For any kind 

of energy monitoring project, only the power intelligent monitoring instrument with 

MODBUS communication function needs to be installed, and the above system can be 

quickly transplanted to other applications. The functions include, but are not limited to: 

collecting data including voltage, current, power factor, system frequency, active power, 

reactive power and so on, with more than one switch input and output function, which 

can collect some non-electric signals; The power parameters can be remotely 

transmitted to the energy monitoring background system to achieve centralized 

intelligent monitoring. Considering the current situation of industry control, the next 

stage will be based on WinCS through OPC to configure the application of different 

brands of power instruments, so that enterprise users can not spend a lot of time on 

the choice of smart electrical equipment brand and so on. 
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